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888-442-8242
Boardroom furniture
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www.cubicles.com
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oardroom tables

From small office furniture to large boardrooms, Global has a 
complete selection of meeting and conference tables to meet your 
business needs. With a variety of stylish Global office furniture, you 
can customize your choice of top shape and base. The durability of 
this top quality laminate will provide years of lasting beauty.

Mixing and matching tops, bases, edges and color finishes is easy. 
Choose your table top shape, then choose an edge design and

base style. There are multiple combinations available to 
complement any office décor in an array of color finishes.

Tables are designed to stand alone or can be used with any of 
Global’s desking or modular furniture product series.  Tables 
are made from thermally fused, high performance laminate for 
easy maintenance. This top quality laminate provides strength 
and durability for long lasting performance.



your choice
for meetings

Square table with matching T-molding and
X-base shown in Constellation Latte CSL

Round table with matching T-molding and
X base shown in Avant Cherry AWC.
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Boardroom tables



Built-up Self EdgeBullnose Edge T-mold EdgeSelf Edge 
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Boardroom tables



Rectangular conference table with T-mold edge and three slab
bases in Dark Espresso (DES) with Global Accord seating

Boat table with built-up self edge and slab bases in
Figured Mahogany (MAF) with Arturo Executive seating  

Center: Racetrack table with bullnose edge and arch bases
in Grey (GRY) with Supra seating

Outside Flap Right: 
Avant Cherry (AWC) with Softcurve seating

Left/Cover: 

Inside Flap Right: 
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Built-up self edgeT-mold edgeBullnose edgeSelf edge

Edges                                                                         

TubeTrumpet4 Leg2 Leg

CrossDrumArchSlab

Bases                                                                         

SquareRound

Boat RacetrackRectangle

Tops                                                                            

Choose from a variety of bases, tops and edge treatments 
to create your own table solution.
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